REMINDER TO RSVP

HUNTER EMS

Cordially Invites You to Our Grand Opening and Ribbon Cutting Ceremony with Honorable Steve Levy and other County and Local Government Officials.

Tuesday, August 12, 2008

5 p.m.

R.S.V.P. 631-777-5606 ext. 131

299 Feldman Court
Bay Shore New York

Your invitation is extended to 8 Department Members.
299 B Feldman Court
Bay Shore, New York   11706
(631) 777-5600

FROM THE NORTHERN STATE PARKWAY:
Merge onto SAGTIKOS PKWY S via EXIT 44 toward SOUTH SHORE. Take the PINE AIRE DR exit, EXIT S3, toward DEER PARK/ BRENTWOOD. Take the ramp toward DEER PARK. Turn LEFT onto PINE AIRE DR. Turn LEFT onto CLEVELAND AVE. Turn LEFT onto SKIP LN, and we are on the corner of SKIP LN and FELDMAN CT.

FROM THE LONG ISLAND EXPRESSWAY:
Merge onto SAGTIKOS PKWY S via EXIT 53 toward SOUTH SHORE. Take the PINE AIRE DR exit, EXIT S3, toward DEER PARK/ BRENTWOOD. Take the ramp toward DEER PARK. Turn LEFT onto PINE AIRE DR. Turn LEFT onto CLEVELAND AVE. Turn LEFT onto SKIP LN, and we are on the corner of SKIP LN and FELDMAN CT.

FROM THE SOUTHERN STATE PARKWAY:
Merge onto the SAGTIKOS PKWY N via EXIT 41A toward SUNKEN MEADOW PARK. Take the PINE AIRE DR exit, EXIT S3, toward DEER PARK/ BRENTWOOD. Take the ramp toward DEER PARK. Turn LEFT onto PINE AIRE DR. Turn LEFT onto CLEVELAND AVE. Turn LEFT onto SKIP LN, and we are on the corner of SKIP LN and FELDMAN CT.